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Introduction
Barratt and Hilton [I]* proved the formula
O ^  _  I )  ( ? + « ) ^ " ^ + 1  /3 O
for a 6 and /5  ^ by making use of the reduced join operation
“ % ”, Then the element
E^^aoE^P-C-V)  O E^a
is in the kernel of the Freudenthal suspension homomorphism E \ — ►
which is closely related with the Whitehead product.
We prove here the following formula
En a OE^ P- C- 1 ) o E ^ a = ± oE^^Ha oE^H^ 
under some conditions. This formula will be applied, in the next paper, to prove 
the non-existence of mappings: — >5^ ® of the Hopf invariant I.
I. Reduced join and preliminaries
In the following, for each space X  we fix a base point Xq e X.  When X is a 
cell complex, we take a vertex Vq of X as a basepoint, and when X  is the unit 
sphere
S ^ = { C t i r -  , tn- , l ) \ tH -  +^2^1=1}
of dimension n we take a point (-1 ,0 , •••, 0) as the base point.
Consider two spaces X  and Y  with base points  ^X and 3^0  ^ Let X V Y  
denote the subspace
Xxy oUxoX Y
of X ^  A space Z, with a basepoint Zq , is called a reduced join  of X  and Y  if 
there exists a mapping
: (X x F, XV F) — > (Z, o^) 
which maps X x Y - X \ /  Y = C X - Xq) x C Y - yo) homeomorphically onto Z - Z q, and 
we denote that
Z  = X % Y  and (j^ Cx, y) = x U y .
As is easily seen, the spaces (X:^ Y ) U Z  and X%CY %Z )  are naturally homeo- 
morphic, and we denote these spaces by the same symbol X:^ Y%Z.
For two mappings
/  : (X, Xq) —  ^ (X', Xo) and g  : CY, yo) —  ^ (F ', yo),
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* Numbers in bracket refer to the references at the end of the paper.
we define their reduced join
f n g  : X n Y - ~ ^ X ' K Y '
by setting
( f ^ g )  (xKy)  = ( f n g ) (^ (x ,y ))  = <P'(f(x), g (y ))  = f(.x) K g(y)  
for X ^ x  and y ^ Y ,  where 4> and 4>' are shrinking maps defining the reduced joins 
X k  Y  and X ' ^  Y '.  The following formulas are easily verified :
( ! • l ) , i )  ( f ^ g ) U h = fH ( g X h ) ,
ii) ( r - f ) n ( g ' ^ g ) ^ ( f ' ^ g ' X f n g ) ,
iii) <}'°(.f%g) = (.gW)°<^y
where a : X% Y  — >■ Y % X  and a' : X '%  Y '  — >■ Y ' X X '  are homeomorphisms given 
by (T(xny)=yKx  and a'(x'My') = y '^ x ' .
Denote by the cube bounded by S”, i.e.,
F"+"= { ^ 1 , - , 4 +1) U H
Define a mapping
(1 -2 ) <  : ( 5 ” X S"xeoUeoX V^) go)
which maps (S’ —e o )x (V ^ —eo) homeomorphically onto V"^^—eo by the formula 
= ( a i + l ) ( ; + l ) / 2 - l ,  k(t+\-)/2, -  , 4 « a + l ) / 2 ) ,
( t t ,-"  /n+i) € S", The mapping d'„ shows that F ”'*'^  = S”:^ F \
Denote by E ’S+'^  and E ’^ '^ the upper and lower hemi-spheres of S”+^ , i.e.,
= {(<i, -  , t„^2) € I „^+2 ^  O} and .E”+" = {(^i, • • •, /„+2) 6 S"+  ^ | /„+2 S  O}. Define 
a mapping
(I • 2)' d„: (S" X V \  S" X S» U X F^) > (S«+\ «□) 
by setting
<p+(d'„(x, l - 2 t ) )  for O S t  S I ,
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(p_(d'„(x, 2t+l)') for - I  SO ,
where p+ : — »• ii"+^ and />_ : F ”+^  — >■ El+^ are the projections (homeomor­
phisms) along the («+2)-axis. The mapping d„ maps (S^-Cq) x ( S”) homeomor­
phically onto —go- 
Define a mapping 
(1-3) : (S'-xS", S^VS") —^  (S '"n  go)
inductively by the formulas
4>m,oix,l)=^x, 4>„,o(x, - l )= e o ,
— dfn+n-1
x ^ S ”, n ^ l ,  F^ As is easily seen, maps S’" x S '’- S “ VS'’ homeo­
morphically onto S ’"'^"—eo. Then 
S'"+" = S'” MS”
with respect to the mapping From the definition of the equality
4>l-v,n, n(4>l, m («, X), y)) = (/>,, («, (f)„, „(x, y) )
is verified directly. Then we have the identification
(S‘n S“) MS” = S'M (S’”U S”) (=  S'+"-+").
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Define a homeomorphism 
(1-4)
by setting a n (^m,«(^, 3^ ) ) = m (3^ , ^ ) , ^ 3^  € S”.
L e m m a  ( ! • 4 ) ' ' .  degree o f  is ( —
Proof. Let E' denote a cube such that {(/1 ,•••,/,-) I - I  ^  I, z = l,---,r} . 
Defineam apping (pr\ S'* inductively by setting cpiif) ^do il  J )  (prihr" >
tr-i,tr)==dr--i.(.(Pr-i(tt,-'tr-^y U)y then (pr shrinks the boundary of E'' to a single 
point €o. Let a be a homeomorphism given by the permutation
tm+iy'" ytnt+n) = (tm+ir" ytm+nJir" Jndy then it is wcll known that 
the degree of a is ( — 1 )"^ «. It is calculated directly that
n ° ^ m+n ~ m^+n ° •
Then the degree of is ( - 1 )"^  ^ q. e. d.
If f t  and gt are homotopies fixing the base points, then fM g t  is a homotopy. 
Therefore, if / :  (S^, e^) — ► (X, Xq) and g  : {S\ Cq) — ► ( F, 3 0^) represent a ^ 7ip{X) 
and /3 e ^g (Y )  respectively, then fM-g: ^o)—  ^ (X:^ F, belongs an
element aK/3 ^ 7r^+n(iXKY), called the reduced join of a and which depends 
only on a and From (1*1), we have that 
(1-5), i) C a n j 8 ) m = a n ( m r ) ,
ii) ( f io c )n (g ^ f i )  = (f'Ug'):^(aK/3),
iii) =
The reduced join X K S ^  is called a suspension of Z, and we denote that
X n s ^  = EX.
Let 4> : X x S ^ — > X K S ^  = E X  be the mapping which defines the reduced product 
XKS^.  Define a mapping
(1-6) dx : (X x  V \  XxS^U xoX V^) — v (EX, Xo)
by the formula O 0 ), then dx maps (X —:^ o) x ( homeo-
morphically onto E X —Xq. Conversely a suspension E X  of X  is defined by a 
shrinking map dx of ( I ' 6). We denote
C+(X )= Jx (X x [0 , I]) and C_X= J x ( X x [ - l ,  O]) 
and identify each point x oi X  with a point dx {x, 0) of EX. Then C+X and C_X 
are contractible to the point x^^x^^eo  and C +X nC_X =X  With respect to the 
mapping , we have = El+^=-C^S^ and El+^ = C^S\
For a mapping / :  (X, .Tq) —  ^ (^ , 3^ o), let 
E f:  E X - ^ E Y
denote the mapping f ^ i i  and it is called a suspension of f .  The mapping Ef=-f%ix 
is also defined by the formula
Ef{dx(x, t))= dY(f{x ')J ) ,  
x ^ X , t ^ V ^ .  Obviously, £ /(C + X )cC + F , £/(C_X ) c C _ F  and E f \ X = f  and con­
versely, a mapping satisfying these three conditions is homotopic to Ef.
We denote that
X n  S” = E ’-x .
Since E>'X=XnS’‘ = X n S ’‘- ^ n S ^ ^ E ( X n S ’‘-^)==E(E’'-^X), the space E ’‘X  is an n- 
fold suspension of X. Also we denote by E " /  the w-fold suspension of / ,  then
E ”f  = fn i„
for the indentity i„ of 5 ”. For the class a ^ Ttp(X) of a mapping / :  (S^ ^o)—  ^
iX , Xo), the M-fold suspension
E ’‘ai7tp^n{E’‘X }
is the class of E ”f.  Then
E ”a = aM-'d (Ea = E^a = aK'-i)
for the class i-„ of 4 -
The following formula is verified in [I] ,
P r o p o s i t i o n  ( I - 7 )
a n ^  = ( - l)^^^^’''>E"a-E^S = ( - 1) o
fo r  a G rCp(S"‘) and /3 6 7Tg{S”).
Proof. F irs tw e re m a rk th a t (~:-r+s)°E^T= — E^T for s ^ l  and for T ^ i tk (S ’'). 
Then = by (1-5), iii) and (1.4)'.
By (1-5), ii), = (ao;^)M(.--„°/5)
Also aM/5 =
= (i-mn/3)°(ant.^)
q .e .d .
Define a homeomorphism 
(I -8) r„, „: ( F™ X F ”, F “ x S ”-  ^U x F ”) —  ^ ( F “+", S”+*-!) 
by the formula
T ^ m , n ( ( t l  , . t m ) ,  ( S i  , ••• , S „ ) ) =  (-^#i , • ••  , X t „  , , ••• , A s „ ) ,
where ,<= {Max. (tl + ■■■ + t l , , s l  + — hsD/Ql 4------htl, + s\ + ■■■
For a mapping / :  S“ x S ” — >-X, a Hopf construction 
f -  S '”+"+!— ^ E X  
of /  is a mapping which satisfies the following conditions.
/(r„^ i,« + i(F “+ 'x S ’-))CCH-X,
(I • 9) /(r„+ i,  ^ +aCS™ X F"+1)) CC_X,
/ ° r „ + i ,„ + i |5 " x S ''= /
It is easy to see that 
(I-9) ^  mappings which satisfy (1*9) are homotopic to each other.
L e m m a  ( I  • 10) Let <p„, „ ■ — >• 3"’'''’“'^  ^ be a Hopf construction o f  the
mapping 4>,„,n o f  ( I ’3). Then the degree o f  is ( - 1 ) ”.
Proof Set K^i, -  ,^„+2) € | ^„+2 ^  I / 1/ Y }  and { ( f ^ , -  ,t„^^) €
I ^4 2 S  l/V~2)-  0 maps and into and respectively and 
the restriction $ „ ,01 is given by f„ ,o ( t i , •••, !'„+1 , 1 / t /T  ) = ( t / Y , •••,
T^Yt„+i,0).  Then $„,0 is homotopic to the identity. Now we chose a Hopf
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construction of such that
. , ^m,n(Tm+l,n+lQdUx, 0  , y^) = dm+n((pm, n(X, yX  ( l ~ 0 / 2 ) ,
n (.Tm+1, n+1 (3^ , O ))  = 3^ ) , I) /2) .
Let a: S"'+""+!— ^ homeomorphism given by a{d,n+n{dm+n~-i(.z,t-^,t2) )  
= d^+n(.dm+n-i(z,t2),t{), thcn (y = im+n-i'^(yi,i ^nd its degree is - I .  Since 
-Tm +t,n+i(.V^^^xEl\jS^xdn{E^xV^)^ d.nd 4>m,n{S^^E^)C.EX^\ we have that ((7° 
( E r ^ ^ ^ ) c K d ^ ^ „ ( E r ^ x  V ^y)-= E r^^ \  similarly J
Since r^^+i,« = r;„+i,«+i I F ^  and since dn-i=d'^ |5 ”'^ x  F ^
we have that < p m ,n -i^  (< y°4^m,n) I Therefore cy°<pfn,n is homotopic to the sus­
pension E^rn,n-1 - If the degree of ^n,,n-i is the degree of is ( - 1 ) ”.
Then (1*10) is proved by the induction. q. e. d.
P r o p o s i t i o n  ( I * 1 1 ) ,  i ) .  Lei T be an element o f  Up^q^xiEX') which is repre­
sented by a H o p f  construction Ti : — > E X  o f  a m apping h : { S ^ x S \  5^ V  5^)  
— (X, Xo). Let be an element o f  TZp^qiX) which is represented by a mapping  
W \ 5 ^+^— y X  such that h'o(pp^^=h. Then 7 = { ~ \ ) ^ E 7 ^ .
i i )  F o r t h e c a c e t h a t  X = K K L  and h(x, y )  = f ( x ) K g ( y )  = 4 ^ (f  (x), g ( y ) }  f o r  
representatives f  and  g  o f  a^7Cp{X) and /^ ^ ^ q {Y )  respectively, we have that 
f = ^ - i y E ( a K j S ) .
Proof.  Consider a mapping H=Eh'o(pp^^  ^ then H  is a Hopf construction of h. 
By (1*9)' and (1‘10), we have that T= ( - ! / £ '7 ^  In ii), T' = a%^.  q. e. d.
Define a mapping 
(1-12) ( F ^ S - ^ ) ~ ^ ( 5 ^ ^ o )
by the formula
^ n (d U (x ,  0) 0, t e  F^
then maps — homeomorphically onto S^ — eo.
To consider homotopy groups rCniX, A)  and 7T„(X), we take the orientations 
of the anti-images ( F ”, and 5” such that the mapping •^n preserves the
orientations. Then we remark that the following diagram is com mutative:
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(1-12)'
TtiiS") .
Consider mappings / :  (S^, e )^ — (5"”, e )^ and g  : (5^, e^) — e^). Define 
extensions F:  F^+^—  ^ and G : F^-"—^ F«+  ^ of f = F j  and g ^ G jS ^  res­
pectively, by setting
E(d;Cx, t))=dj;,(f(x),  O and G(d'(x, t ) )= dU g(x) ,  t).
We define a join
f ^ g :  5""+^ +^ — ^5^+«+! 
of /  and g  by the formula
( /  ^g )  (Tp+i^g+i(x,y)')=Tm+i^n+i(F(x\ Giy )) ,
then, for homotopies f t  and g t , the join f ^ g t  is also a homotopy. Let 
and be the classes of /  and g, then the class a * ^ of
f ^ ' g  is independent of representatives / a n d  g, This operation coincides 
with that of [9]. We have the formula Qcf, [ I ])
(1-13) a* /9 = (~ l)^ + « E (a^ /9 ).
Proof. It is easily verified that
^ m , n < f ^ g )  = E ( fn g ) ° ^ p ,q  
for the Hopf constructions and (pp^ g defined by (LlO)'. Then by (1*10), 
a^/ 3  = ( - i y  E ( U n P X - I ) ^  i-p+q+i
= (-l)^+^E(anj^) ,  q.e. d.
Combining this to (1*7), we have that 
(1-13)^ a* /?  =
^  ^_iym+l)(q+n) O E^^^a
for a^TTpCS^) and A^7r^(5^).
For two mappings / ' :  eo) — (X, Xq) and g ' : eo) — (X, Xq), we
define their Whitehead product
C/', ^ '] :
by setting
C /  , ^  ]  (r.+ i,„ + i(x , y)) j  3;) e S “ X .
Let a ' ^Tc„+-i_{X) and /S'6;r„+i(X) be the classes of f '  and g'  respectively, then 
the class [_a', of is independent of representatives f '  and
g'.  From the definition of * and E, we have the formula
C r  Oi?/, g'oEg^, = C r, g ' w * g ) .
Then by (1-13)' (c/. (3-59) of [9])
(I • 14) la'^Ea,  /S'oEyff] = [a ', /9']o (a /5)
=  /9 ' ] o £ « + ia o ^ : i> + iy 9
= (-l)(»>+i)(?+”)[cf', /9']o£''»+i/?o£9+ia,
a '€ ;r„+ i(Z ), ;S '€^„+i(X ), a€?r^(S'”), ^SeTr/S").
A mapping
; (S^-^^xS”+!, S-^+iVS”+^ ) — (X, ^ )  
is called to have a type (a, /3) \t h\  x Ca and h \ e o X represent a and /9 
respectively. Let a mapping
H :  ( F ”+’'+^ S'”+''+^ ) ^  (X, ^ )
be defined by the formula i?(r„+i,„+i(A:, 3 )^) =/?0^-„,+i(Ar), i/<'„+i(3;)). Then we 
have easily
(1-15). 9T = [a, /?] /o r  c/ass T 6 :r„,+„+2(X, ^ )  of  H. In the case X = A ,  [o;, y?] 
= Q i f  and only i f  these exists a mapping h : S^+^xS”"^ ^— * X  of  type {a, /9).
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Next we prove that
(1*16) a mapping 5 ""+”“ )^ — ► (^ m^+n^  which is given by the formula
fm,n(Tm,n(X, y)) is hOWlOtOpic tO .
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the composition fm,n°^m+n^fm,n: 5 ”"+” — >► 
sm+n -g homotopic to the identity. Let Pr: S'' — v S'" be a permutation given by 
Pr(h, • • • , tr-1, tr, U+i) = (^ 1, , U-Iy U+!, Q , thcH | = . Sincc the degree
of Pr is -  I, the composition (im^Pn) °fm,n°Pm+n is homotopic to fm,n. O ntheother 
hand, (im^Pn) °fm,n°Pm+n maps E++'' and E!!+” into themselves respectively and 
coincides with / ^ « - 1  on Therefore (im^Pn) °fm,n°Pm+n^fm,n^ Ef^^n-i.
This is true for n = l  if we regard that fJn,o is the identity. By the induction, 
we have that « is homotopic to the identity. q. e. d,
Finally we prove the following lemma.
L e m m a  (I*17) Let a^TT^(X) be represented by a mapping / :  (S'”, ^o)—  ^
(X, xo), and define mappings F^: and by
setting
C , {x, y ) e S ”y.
l^Arn.i„n.Ax,y)) I (^, 3,) e F - ^ x S - ,
then Fi and Fz represent ( - l ) ”(a:^t„+i) and -(;.„+ i^a) respectively.
Proof. Define mappings and of on itself by the formula
,  ^.J<Pm,n^i(x,^!r„^tCy')), ( x ,y )& S ’" x V ”^ \
I  ^ I eo, (X, y) 6 X S”,
(y ,x - ) e S ”x V " '^ \
 ^ I 4>n^i,„(.^h^i(y), X), (y, x) 6 F"+^xS'».
Then F i=  ° h  and F ;=  (in+iU/ )  °^2- Therefore it is sufficient to prove that
(!•17)' the degrees o f  ki and k^ . are ( - 1 ) ” and - I  respectively.
Let {x,y ,t}  denote a point of such that
r„+i,„+i(x, J ; ( 3' , 2; + D )  for - I  SO,
n^i(.d:,(x, - 2 t+ l ) ,  y) for O S  / S  I,
X^S"",y ^ S " ,  t ^  V^. Then ki_{{x, y,t}')=4>„,„+i{x, dniy,2t+V)) for - I g ^ S O  and 
k M x ,  y , t} )  =Co for O S   ^S  I. It is easy to see that kt is homotopic to a mapping 
k' which is given hy k'{{x,y,t]') =4>„,„+i(,x,dniy, t))=d„+n{4>m,nix, y ) , t ) .  k' is a 
Hopf construction of the mapping 4>m,n. Then the degree of k' is ( —1 ) ” by (1 *10) 
and the degree of ^i is ( — 1 ) ”. Also we denote by {y ,x , t}  a point of 5 ”’+»+i 
such that
{ ^ j  for - I S ^ S O ,
 ^ T„+i,„+i(_d'„(y,-2t+l'),x) for O I.
Then kziiy, x, t}) =eo for - I S i S O  and kzCly, x, t}) =4>„+i,„(d„(y, - 2 t+ l ) ,  x),
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{x,y, t) = j
for ^  I, and ^2 is homotopic to a mapping which is given by x, t})
~ ^ n+l^m(^dn(^y I X) ~ (7 m, n+1 C^ m, n+1 dn Cy j 0 }) ~ n+1 (.^ m+n n 3^ ), 0 )
= (ym,n+l(dm+n((yn,m(4>n,m(.y, ^)), ”  O ) = «+l ° P) Cd^+n(((yn, m) ( j ,  ^) , O ) , whcre 
P is a reflection giben by p{dm+n{z, t)) =dm+n(z, - f ) .  Then = m
for a Hopf construc-tion '^n,m of (/>«, ^ such that ^«,^({3^ , x,t}) =dm+n(<pn,m(y, x), t). 
T hen thedegree  of is (_i)^+c«+i>+«"^+i=:-i by (1 - 10), and the degree of ^2 
is - I .  q. e,d.
2. Hopf invariant
In the following we suppose that each complex is finite and has only one 
vertex.
According to [ 3], we define the reduced product complex Koo of K  which is 
canonically imbedded in the loop-space I2(EK) of BK. A  point of Koo is repre­
sented by the product Xi ••• Xk for some x±, ••• ,Xk^K ,  and the injection K<ZQ{EK) 
associates with a point x of iT a loop h  : — ► E K  given by h(f)=^dK{Xy t), The 
imbedding i : K^o— >S2(EK) induces isomorphisms of the homotopy groups [3] [7] 
(2-1) : TV,(Koo) ^  7Z,(^(EK)).
For a mapping f  : eo) — ► {EK, u ^ ,  we define a mapping : (S \  eo)
— (^ (E K ) ,  Mo) by the formula
^ n d i i X .  0 ),
X ^K ,  F \  The correspondence/— induces an isomorphism 
(2-2) S2 : ni^^iEK) ^ T t i ig (E K ) ) .
Then we have that
(2-3) E== J  Oi  ^ : m {K ) Ui(Koo) ^  Tii^i(EK),
that is to say, the suspension homomorphism E  is equivalent to the injection homo- 
morhism Tti(K)— ^Tti(Koo). From the exact sequence for the pair (Koo,K), 
we have an exact sequence
(2-4) -------^TZi(K) ^  Tti i^ (BK) J L  ni(K^, K') ,
where for the injection homomorphism i* ; Tti(Koo) — '^iiKco, K ).
Define a mapping
k ' : (K2, K )  — > (KU  K, Uo X u^)
by setting
h 'ix -y)  ^  y, 
where K2= { x ' y ^ K ^ \ x , y ^ K } .  Let 
(2-5) h-. (K^, K) (_{Kn K ) ^ ,  Uo% Mo)
be the combinatorial extension [3] of h '. Then h defines two generalizations of 
the Hopf invarian t:
(2-6), i) = : miKoo, K ) ~ ^ n i { { K % K } ^ )  ^  7ti^^{E{KXK))  ;
ii) nt+iiEK) — yni{{K% K)o^')^
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The following proposition is proved without difficulties {cf. [2]).
P r o p o s i t i o n  ( 2 * 7 )  I f  K  is {r—I)-connected ( r >  I ) ,  then H '  is an isomorphism 
fo r  i ^  3r~2 and a homomorphism onto for  / = 3 r - l .
In the case K=S'', we have that
P r o p o s i t i o n  ( 2 ' 8 ) ,  i ) ,  i f r  is odd, then H '  is an isomorphism for  all i: 
i i ) ,  i f  r is even, then H '  is an isomorphism o f the 2-components fo r  all i.
For the proof, see [5] and [8].
For two mappings /  : {S^, eo) — (K, Uo) and g  : (S^, e^  — ► {K, Uq), define 
a mapping
{ f g }  : (K^, K )
by the formula
{ f  g}(Tp,g(x, y))-=f(irp(x))•g(^Jrg(y)), ( x ,y ) e  V ^ x  V^.
Then the homotopy class of {/, g] is an element {a, /3} Ttp^ qiKoo^  K )  such that
(2-9) d { a ,^ }
for the classes a and /? of /  and g  respectively.
From the exactness of the sequence (2*4), we have that 
(2-10) E[_a,/3-] = ^,
From (2 '3), (2*6) and from the definition of the mappings, we have easily that 
(2 -11) {a,^} = E ( a n /3 ) .
We introduce the following results of James from [4, Theorem (2*17)].
(2«12) An element T o f 7tp^q+t{EK) is represented by a Hopf construction o f a 
mapping o f  a type (a, /3) i f  and only i f
J T =
By (2*12) and (2 «11),
(2-12)' HT = E ( a n ^ ) .
In the case K=S'', we have that 
(2«13) i f  i ^ 3 r —2, then an element T o f is represented by a Hopf
construction o f  a mapping f :  — ►S'' o f a type {a, ir) where a is an element
o f  TZi r^iS" )^ such that E''^^a = H7. {See [10]).
Proof. Since : 7Ti_r(S0 — > is an isomorphism for i - r  ^  2r-2 ,
there is an element T of Tti^riS"') such that E"' '^^a = H 7  = E { a ^  t-r). By (2*7), 
H'{a, ir )= E (ia^ i .r )= H 7 = H 'J7  implies that {a, J7 .  Therefore T is repre­
sented by a Hopf construction of a mapping of the type (a, Lr), by (2«12). q. e. d.
3. Reduced join and Hopf construction
Let K  and L  be finite cell complexes with only vertices Uq=K^ and Vq=LP. 
Consider suspensions E K  and EL  of K  and L, and let
dK : {K x V \  K x  S^U UoX F^) — > (FK, Uo) 
and d i :  {L X V \  L xS^UvoX V^) QEL, Vo)
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be mappings defining the suspensions. Let
BK* = E K  LI and EL* = ELU  
be cell complexes with characteristic maps
F  : 5^+1) —^  (ER*, E K ),
G : S"+i) - ^ ( E L * ,  E L ) .
Let
</): (E K *xE L * , EK* MEL*) —^ (E K * K E L * ,  UoKvo) 
be a shrinking map defining the reduced join EK*  M EL*, then (p defines E K K E L* ,  
E K m  EL, K X  EL, etc., and we denote that 4’( x , y ) = x ^ y  for points x ^ E K *  and 
y ^ E L * .  Define subspaces M, M+, M -  and Mo of E K * X  EL* as follows : 
M^==C+Kn E L * UEK* %C^L, M - ^ C - K K  EL*[JEK* X  C-L,
(3-2) M  = M ^iJM - = E K n  E L * EK* M EL,
M o=M+ n M- = K% EL*\JC^K% C-LVJC^KX C+LUEK* %L.
Consider a homeomorphism
^ : E K % L — ^ K K E L
given by the formula
(3-3) (y (dK (xJ )ny)  =XKdiCy, - t ) ,  x ^ K ,  y ^ L ,  t e X \  
then a is identical on L = E K K  L f^ K K  EL, Attaching the subcomplex E K K L  
of EK"^ K L  to the subcomplex K K E L  of K K  EL"^ by the homeomorphism a, we 
obtain a complex
(3-3)' N  = K K  EL"^\Ja {EK"" K L)
where ^ is a homeomorphism into N  such that a \ E K K  L  = a.
Let
(3-4)  ^ (EK^, EK )  (5^+^ ^o), and EL)  —  ^ o^)
be mappings such that °F =  ^ ^+2 and = . then and skrink
E K  and EL  to a single point Cq . Define mappings
(3-5) Pt: N — >KKS^^^ and P^: N —^ S ^ ^ ^ K L
as follows ;
Pt I K K  EL"" = IKKyl^L, Pt(o{EK"' K L)) =eoKvo ,
P^^alEK"^ K L  = ^ lrKKiL, P^iKKEK"^) =UoKeo,
where Ik and i i  are the identities of K  and L.
First we prove the following lemma.
L e m m a  (3*6). There exists a mapping
X : (M, M+, M-)  — > {EN, C^N, C-N)  
such that X I K K  EL^ = identity and X\EK^ K L  = a . Such mappings X are homotopic 
to each other and homotopy equivalences.
Proof. First consider the case K  = L = S^, then E K K E L =  K S^ = ES^ = S^ 
which is divided into four parts C+(E^), C+(E1)), C-QED and C -(F i)  by two 
circles =S^ K and SI = K S .^ It is easy to see that SJ is a deformation 
retract of C+(Fi) UC_(F^) and we may chose the retraction such that S^ is mapped
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onto SI by the homeomorphism (7. Since E K % E L  is naturally homeomorphic to 
KM. such that C+K%C-L^C-K%C+L  corresponds to L) % {C-iEDVJ
C+(£'i)), the above deformation gives a deformation (retraction) of C ^K ^C -L \J  
C-KM C+L onto K K E L  such that E K M L  is mapped by the homeomorphism a. 
This deformation shows that there exists a mapping of Mo onto N  carrying 
K M EL^ VJEK^^M L  as in (3*6) and such mappings are homotopic to each other. 
Next since C+N and C -N  are contractible to a single point, the above mapping of 
M q onto N  is extended over the whole of M  such that M+ an M -  are mapped into 
C^N  and C -N  respectively, and such extensions are homotopic to each other. It 
is easy to see that this mapping induces isomorphisms of the homology groups. 
Since M  and E N  are simply connected, the mapping is an homotopy equivalence 
by Theorem 3 of [11]. q. e. d.
Now suppose that 
(3-7) [c '^, = O and [/?', = O
fo r  a ' ^ T t p ’rQK),  ^Uqf^L) and /3''^ {L).
By (1*15), there exist mappings
/ :  CoXC o ) (K,  Uo)
and g  : (S ^ 'x S ^ \  ^oX o^) — ► (L, Vo)
of the types (a \  CL^ d (/3', /9^0 respectively. Set p=p'-^p'' and q = q'+q^'y and 
let
(3-7)' f : S ^ ^ ^ — >EK and g  : — > EL
be Hopf constructions of /  and g  respectively. We construct complexes EK ^  and 
EJj^ such that
F  I and G I
in (3-1).
Theorem  (3 «8). Let a^rcp+^^EK) and /3 ^TCq+-i {^EL) be the classes o f  f  and g  
respectively, then there exists a Hopf construction
H  : E N
o f  a mapping
h : — > (A^ , E ( K M L ) )
o f  a type M /3'), { — l Y 'E ( a ’^ M ^^0) such that the compositions
EPtoH  : S^^^-^^— ^E(KMS^^^)-=KMS^^^-=E^-^^(EK) 
and EP20H  : ^ E(S^-^^ML)= K EL
represent (^ - i)p ’' '^+p"+ '^E^^^a and c.p+2 M /3 respectively.
Proof. Consider a mapping
Ho : — >E N  
ivhich is defined by the formula
Ho(rp+2,q+2.(.X, y)) =X{E{x)  M G (y))  
for (x, y) ^ Compare the composition EP^oX : M — > E N
— >KMS^^^  and a mapping
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Qi : M —  
which is given by setting
^  EL)  = ^
and Qi I E K ^  EL^  = ( i k ° q+2) ° ( i e k  K ^ l ) •
The mappings EPi°X and Qi map M+ and ML into C+(KKS^~^^) and C - (K ^  
respectively and they coincide on Mo . Therefore the mappings EPt ° X and Qi are 
homotopic to each other. Then the composition (ik K (yi,g+2)~^°EPt°Ho is homotopic 
to a mapping R t : — > E K ^S^^^  which is given by
, for
I Tp+2, q+2 \  Uo U Co for (x, y) 6 x
By (1*17), Rt represents ( - 1 )^+^« /.^ +2= and EPt^Ho represents
Since cyt,g+2 is homotopic to a reduced join i tK   ^ for 
a mapping of the degree ( - 1 )^+^ we have from (I *5) that
a  K n  .+2) E  ^  a  ^  ^) * ( ( -  d  k  .^+2)
Next we compare the composition EP^^x and a mapping 
Q2 : M — >S^ ^ ^ KEL
which is given by setting
Q2 I EK"^ U E L  =  }^t k  M  I e l  
and Q ^iE K % ^L*) = ^  •
The mappings jEP2°% and Q2 map M+ and M -  into C+{S^^^%L) and C_(S^+^KL) 
respectively and they coincide on Mq . Therefore the mappings EP^^X and are 
homotopic to each other. The composition EP^^Hq is homotopic to a mapping R 2 
which is given by
C 60^ 2^0 for ( x , j )€S^+^x
2(7^ 2, ,+2U, 3')) I ^  ^ ^  5 ,+i_
By (1*17), i ?2 represents (^ '^ +2^  A)* Therefore-Ei^2°-^ O represents (^ p^+2^ ^ ^ -  
Now define a homeomorphism
^ yP+Q+4.^  P^+q+3,-^  __ ^ ( yP+q+4^
by the formula
^ (sp>^ ,^+2,p"^g'/+2{zy+l,gf+iix', y '),  Zpir+-i.,,i/+i{x’', y"y))
= rp+2,q+ziTp^+l,pl/+i(,x', x"), 3/"))
then the degree of f  is We set
then EPiOH and EP2°H  represent E''^^a and
respectively. It is verified directly that H  maps r^'+,/+2, i,"+5»+2 
x 5 ^"+»"+i) and r^'+,.+2,/,W '+2(S^''""''""x F^"+«"'+2) jnto C^N  and C -N  respectively 
Then iJ  is a Hopf construction of a mapping
^  . 5i>'+«'+ix5i>"+«"+i—
which is given by /?(at,3;) = -H'(ry+,/+i,//+,"+i(A:,3')). Leth^:  — > E ( K X L )
and /?2 : — ^ E ( K X L )  be mappings given by
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hxix) = hix, rp"+i,g"+i(eo,e^') 
and h^iy) = h i x p r (eo, eo), 3»)•
The mapping ht<=Tpr+i,g'+i maps and x into C - ( K U L )  and
C+(KUL)  respectively and its restriction on S^' x S“' is given by hi(x', y') =f (x' ,  eo) 
Mg(y', eo). Let p : E ( K U L )  — > E ( K U  L) be a reflection given by p(dKiifL(z, 0 ) 
= dK^L(z,~t ) .  Then by (1*11), ii), p°hi  represents ( — \ ) ‘'E  ( a ' U ^ ' ) , and ht 
represents ( — 1)*'+  ^ E(a'U/3 ' ) .  The mapping /z2°r,"+i,,"+i maps and
Si" X into C + ( K K L )  and C - ( K K L )  respectively and its restriction on S^ " x S “'' 
is given by  k 2(x" ,y")=f(eo ,  x") U g(eo,y").  By (1 -11), ii), represents ( - ! ) ’"£  
(a"nj9").  Therefore h is a mapping of the type ( ( - l )" '^^E(a'U A'), ( ~ l ) ' ‘"E 
(a"n^'0).
q. e. d.
By (1-15),
C o r o l l a r y  (3*9) i f  [ a ' ,  a " ]  =  O and [/S ', /9" ] =  0, then i f l E ( a ' U /3'), 
E (a "  K ^")2  =  O f o r  the injection homomorphism /* : iZp^g^-i_(E(K%L) ) — >
7tp+g+t(N).
By (2 -12)',
C o r o l l a r y  (3*10) fo r  the class T^np+g+^iEN) of  the mapping H  of  (3*8), 
we have that H T  = ( - 1 ) “^ ^E ( E ( a ' U J3')UE(a" U fi")).
4. Whitehead product
Here we consider the case that
K = S ' ^  and L = S“.
Then E K *  = EL* =
JV= K U  E L * Ua(EK* U L )  = S’”+'■+lUe^ +'’+2Ue”+*'+^
P i : N — > K U  = S“+»+^  P i : N — > U L  =  5^+”+".
The homeomorphism <r: S’”+”+!— ^gm+n+i (-3 , 3  ^ jg gjygjj a((j)^^i^„(d„(x, t ) , y ) )  
= 4>m,n+i(x, dn(y, ~ t ) ) . Then we have that 
(4-1) the degree o f  a is ( —1)”^ ^
Proof. Let p:  — ^gm+n+i j^ g reflection given by p(d,„+„(z,t)) =  d,n+n
(z, -O - It is calculated directly that <r=p»£<r„,„,o<r„+i,„. Then the degree of a is
( - l)« + \ q. e. d.
Define characteristic maps
/H : 5 »+?+i) — ^ 5 »+«+i)
and fX2 : ( 7^+"+^ 5 i>+«+i) — > (jv,
of e“+«+2 and respectively by the formulas
Mi(Tm,p+2(x, y ) )  = -^„(x) U G ( y ) ,  
and M2(rp+2,n(x', y' ))  = a(F(x') U ir„{y ' ) ) ,
(4*2) then | and represent - t .^ U / 3  and a Utn respectively.
Proof. Since j
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Co, for ix, y) 6 S"~^ X
(X) n  g(y) for ( x , y ) e  V ^ x  
^ ^ |g »<+«+2 represents —i„K/3 by ( I ’I?). Similarly, from (1*17), we have that 
5“^°^2 1 represents ( - 1)”“*« U >•«. By (4> I), //2 1 represents aXt„. q. e. d.
Next we have that
(4*3) the compositions and Pz°nz are homotopic to ^m+g+2 and -^p+n+2 res­
pectively.
Proof. We have that (Fi°^<i) W , ^ ,+ 2 (3')) and
iPz°M2)irp+2,n<ix',y')) ^  <l)t+2,n(ifp+2(x'), ir„(y')X  Then (4*3) follows from (I-IG) 
directly. ■ q. e. d.
T h e o r e m  (4*4) Let a 6 and /3^ be represented by Hopf
constructions o f  mappings of the types {a', a"') and Q/3', /3"') respectively. Then 
there exists an element v o f  Xpj^g+ziN, 5 “+"+i) such that 
£(P i*(v)) =
-E(P2* W ) =
and dp = E{a"%/3"^-].
Proof Let S''+''+^)— > (5^'+«'+ixS^''+«"+\ be
a mapping given by setting i^’(ry+j/+i,//+//+iC:c, 3;)) = ^ p ’>+g"+%(.y))
and let v be the class of the composition h°'4^, where h is the mapping of the 
theorem (3 ‘8). Since h has the type (( — we 
have from (1-15) that d v = { - iy ^ '^ lE ia '  n  fi'), E(.a" ^  m .
Consider a mapping h' \ — ^§m+«+2 guch that Pi°/? = .
By (1*16), <!>p'+q'+i,p''+q''+i°  ^ is homotopic to ■'^ ’/,+«+2 , then h' represents Pi^Qv). 
Since EPt^H  is a Hopf construction of Pi°h, we have from (1 *1 1 ), i), that EPi°H  
represents (-l)^"+»"+^£(Pi^(v)). T henby (3-8) =
(_i)^"?'+?+1£«+2q:. Similarly we have that E(P 2*(v)) = 
h+2K /3= fi.
P r o p o s i t i o n  ( 4 * 5 ) .  Let a^7tp+i(,S"‘^ ^) and be the classes o f  Hopf
constructions o f  mappings o f the types {a', a") and (yS', /?'0 respectively Suppose 
that P g  2m +« —I and q S  m+2n — l, then we have the formula  
E ’‘aoE‘‘/ 5 - { - i y ‘’^ ”‘^ '^‘^”'>E"^oE'‘a
=  ( _  iEia' n  /9'), Eia" % /9")]
Proof. F irst we may suppose that p ~ ^ m  and q ~ ^ n  without the loss of gene­
ralities. Since p ^ 2 m + n  — \, we have ^ + ^ + 2  S  2w + w + g + l  <  2 (w -f 2) —2 
and hence the suspension homomorphism E : ^p+q+ziS”'' "^^ ' )^ — > ;?r^ +5+3(S”’+*+3) jg 
an isomorphism. Then from (4 "4) we have that 
Pi^iv) = .
Similarly, from the condition q ^ m + 2 n  — l and from (4-4), we have that
= ( _  ''''9'+«+l£'"l ( ( — I) 0+2')iq+n) J£P+2
Let P  : N — > be a mapping defined by setting P(jt:) = (Pi(x),
then P  shrinks S'”+”+! to a single point. Since 5""+”+^  is (m+;z)-connected 
and (iV, 5"^+«+!) is Min. (m + ^ + 1, ^+^z+1)-connected, we have from Theorem II 
of [2] that the induced homomorphism
is an isomorphism for i {m+q, p-\-n)-\-m-\-n-\-\. In particular, when i
=p+q+2, P^ is an isomorphism and the group is isomorphic
to Then the correspondence T — > ( T) + P 2^ (T)
induces an isomorphism
In the diagram
^ w 2 ( F ”’+ ^ n S ”‘+»+i) 7r^+,+2(Af, S’"+’-+^ )
9 Pi.
Y Y
the commutativity holds, from (4*3) and from the commutativity of (I •12)'. 
Then P i j v )  = = Pi^ ( r ‘ Simi l arl y
Pz^ Cv') Therefore
( - 1 )  ) +  ( -1 )  (0-^ (£"/?)).
From the naturality of the boundary operator d, we have that
(  -  =  d iiJ.1^  a ) ) +  ( -  i y  («+») Q ( 9  - I  / 9 ) )
= + ( -1 )
=  ( _ l )»>(?+«)+ i£:«y9o£' '7a:+ ( - £ ' ”a ° £ ^ / 9  , 
by (4*2) and (I-7).  Then by (4-4),
£ "a  °£^/9 -  ( -  !)(/’+»■)(«+»)£:"-^ o£% = ( - 1 )  "?'+?+i+><?+«)9 
= ( _  i)y'«'+K«+») ^yJ') ^  Eia" n  j8") ].
By (1-14), (1-13), iii) of (1-5), (1-7) and by (2-12)',
E ( a " n m  = ( ( « ' M ;^0 (a" K 
c^^n^tl^ECcc’ U a" ^  M A'O
:Iy
£■ "a O - 1 )  (“ + " ^ “ /9 O £■ %
q. e. d.
T h e o r e m  ( 4 - 6 ) .  Supposethat j > s M i n .  (w, w  — I ) + 2 m  — I and q ^ M m .  {m, 
n - l ) + 2 n - l  fo r  a € ;r^+i(S”+i) A 6 7r,+iCS’‘+i),
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Consequent
E^a O E^jS- ( - I )  E^a
= [6^+«fl, im+n+i~]^E^''HaoE^Hp 
= -[^m+«+i, t^+n+i~]^E^^HaoE^H/3.
Proof. Since p ^  3m —2 and q ^  Sn —2, a and /9 are represented by Hopf con­
structions of some mappings by (2* 13). Then the proposition (4*5) is apphed in this 
case, and it is sufficient to prove that 2Ltrn+n+i, tm+n+i}°E^''HaoE^HP = 0. If m is 
even, then 2Ha = O by Theorem 5.42 of [9]. Also if n is even, 2H^ = 0. If m 
and n are odd, then m-{-n+l is odd and 2[/:^+«+i, tm+n+i] = 0 by the anti-commuta­
tivity of the Whitehead product operation. In all cases 2[^„+;^+i, t.^+n+i]°E^''Hao 
E^^H^ = O .. q. e. d.
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